harder working spaces

specs
Education
Mount Pleasant, Michigan
16,000 square feet
1 level
30 employees
solutions provided
Furniture
Space Planning
Architectural Products
Audiovisual Solutions
strategic partners
Rose Moving & Storage
featured products
media:scape by Steelcase
Answer by Steelcase
Think Seating by Steelcase
Move Seating by Steelcase
Privacy Wall by Steelcase
Switch Lounge by Coalesse
Bix Lounge by Coalesse
Await Lounge by Coalesse
Airtouch Adjustable
Height Table by Details
Walkstation by Details
Campfire by Turnstone

Central Michigan University
College of Medicine, Administrative Offices
Cure for the Common Office Cube
In developing a new workspace for this med school’s administration, several
issues emerged as top priorities. Shared space was important to enhance
collaboration and the learning experience. Flexibility was also important to
support a mobile staff travelling from adjunct campuses in neighboring cities.
And clean, open sight lines were mandatory for efficiency and to reinforce
certain core values including “inclusiveness and innovation.” It’s just the sort of
challenge that gets our blood pumping.
The new design with its palette of places met all their priorities by
accommodating different work modes. Previously the space was a maze of
passages and private offices. Removing walls opened sightlines and allows
natural light throughout. The design strategy incorporates flexible seating and
work surfaces to support a palette of postures for changing work styles. Versatile
worksettings satisfy both resident and mobile workers. Collaborative and group
work is supported in spaces that offer a variety of seating and tables. More
focused work can be done in a private enclave with a sliding glass divider or in
semi-private spaces with unique features such as a treadmill workstation.
Healthcare providers have long known that environmental forces can have a
significant effect on healthcare outcomes. With thoughtful design they can also
have a positive impact on staff engagement and wellbeing.
Find out more about Central Michigan University’s College of Medicine by
visiting CMICH.edu
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